We consider a new massive vector-boson Z that couples to leptons through the Lµ-Lτ current, and to quarks through an arbitrary set of couplings. We show that such a model can be obtained from a renormalizable field theory involving new heavy fermions in an anomaly-free representation. The model is a candidate explanation for the discrepancy observed recently by the LHCb collaboration in angular distributions of the final state particles in the rare decay B → K * µ + µ − . Interestingly, the new vector-boson contribution to the decay τ → µντνµ can also remove a small tension in the measurement of the corresponding branching ratio. Constraints from light flavor meson-mixing restrict the coupling to the up-and down-quarks to be very small and thus direct production of the vector-boson at hadron colliders is strongly suppressed. The most promising ways to test the model is through the measurement of the Z decay to four leptons and through its effect on neutrino trident production of muon pairs. This latter process is a powerful but little-known constraint, which surprisingly rules out explanations of (g − 2)µ based on Z gauge bosons coupled to muon number, with mass of at least a few GeV.
I. INTRODUCTION
Among the indirect probes of weak-scale physics, flavor physics, and K, B meson physics in particular, has always played a central role. The experiments of the last decade have tested the CKM paradigm with impressive accuracy, significantly improving constraints on many classes of physics beyond Standard Model (SM). It is still entirely possible that future improvements in sensitivity to rare decay modes will show a deviation from the SM as the first sign of New Physics (NP) in the flavor sector.
Recently, a discrepancy in angular observables in the rare decay B → K * µ + µ − [1] has motivated several groups [2] [3] [4] [5] to examine NP contributions to the semileptonic b → s currents H eff = C 9 (sγ α P L b)(μγ α µ) + C 9 (sγ α P R b)(μγ α µ) .
It was found that the following choice of parameters gives a particularly good fit to the data [3] , 
The operators in Eq. (1) form a subset of a larger family of dimension six semi-leptonic and radiative operators. The corresponding axial-vector operatorsμγ α γ 5 µ and the magnetic dipole operatorssσ µν F µν P (L,R) b also influence angular observables in the B rare decay. However, the former operator is strongly constrained by the * waltmannshofer@perimeterinstitute.ca † sgori@perimeterinstitute.ca ‡ mpospelov@perimeterinstitute.ca § iyavin@perimeterinstitute.ca B s → µ + µ − decay, and the latter by b → sγ. Therefore, of special interest are the NP models that generate the vector coupling to muons, namelyμγ α µ. In this paper, we adopt the following philosophy: it is likely that with more experimental data the existing discrepancy will either be diluted or sharpened; but, in the meanwhile it is reasonable to investigate what classes of NP models the current discrepancy seems to favor.
The combination of operators in Eq. (1), together with the absence of axial-vector and magnetic dipole operators, is intriguing as it does not find an immediate home in any well-known extensions of the SM, like the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) or models with partial compositeness [3] . Indeed, if the operators in Eq. (1) are induced by e.g. box diagrams of supersymmetric particles, it is more likely that the resulting operators are predominantly coupled to left-or right-handed muons,μγ α P (L,R) µ. Even adjusting the operator chirality structure, LHC bounds on SUSY particle masses strongly constrain the size of NP effects in B → K * µ + µ − to much smaller values compared to Eqs. (2a,2b) [3] . Nonetheless, a number of NP models have been discussed in the literature [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , mostly based on an additional heavy vector boson, or Z . To date, several avenues have been investigated with varying degree of model complexity, e.g. a Z which couples to overall lepton number, and more complete versions with Z arising from the socalled 331 models [6] [7] [8] [9] .
In approaching the task of model building, it seems reasonable to first ask what are the models that naturally lead to the "muon vector portal"μγ α µ? One possibility is a Z model with kinetic mixing between the Z and hypercharge. Unfortunately, such models are subject to strong collider physics constraints. Another possibility is based on gauging the existing approximate global symmetries of the SM. In that respect, one of the most promising candidates is the U (1) gauge group associated with the difference between muon-and tau-lepton number, L µ −L τ , which automatically leads to muonic vectorcurrents of the required type,μγ α µ. This gauge group is anomaly-free, and has been the focus of several past phenomenological studies, see e.g. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . The absence of anomalies makes this group more attractive than gauging overall lepton number, which (if not supplemented by couplings to quarks) is anomalous. Gauged L µ − L τ has all the features of a "well-hidden" group: being coupled only to leptons of the second and third generation makes it an extremely difficult target for direct collider searches. The L µ − L τ symmetry has also been studied in the context of neutrino mass model building [15, 17] , as it predicts θ 23 45
• . Finally, as we will also discuss in this paper, it has been shown to accommodate the current discrepancy in (g − 2) µ [14, 15, 17, 18] . All of the above motivates us to consider an L µ − L τ portal to Z , and explore its possible connection to rare B-decays.
However, in order to generate the interactions in Eq. (1), the Z has to couple to quarks as well, and mediate flavor-changes. Given the current data, the pattern associated with the coupling to quarks is unclear. Thus, we choose to remain agnostic about the precise structure associated with the coupling to quarks and follow the "effective" approach of ref. [19] . This allows us to dress the L µ − L τ vector-boson in color and examine its effects in a fairly general way. At the same time, we provide one concrete realization of UV completion for such couplings via additional heavy vector-like quarks that mix with the SM quarks upon the spontaneous breaking of the L µ −L τ gauge symmetry.
This paper is organized as follows: in section II we first introduce our "effective-Z setup" and then we discuss a UV-complete version of the model. In section III, we derive its consequences for B-physics, and determine the parameter range capable of explaining the anomalous measurement from LHCb. Section IV provides an analysis of existing constraints coming from measurements of leptonic processes. A particular emphasis is devoted to the constraint coming from the measurement of the neutrino trident production of muon pairs and its role in probing the region of parameter space favored by (g−2) µ . We close with our conclusions in section V.
II. THE MODEL
We consider an extension of the SM by a new abelian gauge group, U (1) (for a review, see for example [20] ). Since the associated vector-boson should be massive, we supplement the basic Lagrangian with a scalar field Φ that "higgses" the U (1) ,
Here, g is the U (1) gauge coupling, J α Z is the current coupled to the Z , the field-strength is (Z ) αβ = ∂ α Z β − ∂ β Z α , and D α = ∂ α + ig Z α is the covariant derivative. The scalar Φ has to be charged under the U (1) . We normalize the charge assignments by choosing Q Φ = +1. We assume that the potential V (Φ) is such that the scalar Φ develops a vacuum expectation value (VEV)
This gives mass to the Z gauge boson m Z = g v Φ . The leptonic part of the current is made purely of
where Q is the overall leptonic charge, 2 = (ν µ , µ L ) and 3 = (ν τ , τ L ) are the electroweak doublets associated with left-handed muons and taus, and µ R and τ R are the right-handed electroweak singlets. Q is a free parameter, but for the rest of the paper we will set Q = 1, noting that the dependence of all observables on Q can be easily restored, if needed. There is rich phenomenology associated with the leptonic current alone as we discuss in the following sections and in an upcoming publication [21] . However, in this work we are particularly interested in discussing a NP framework able to fit the B → K * µ + µ − anomaly. We therefore begin by examining the possible couplings of the Z to quarks and we wish to do so in an as modelindependent fashion as possible. The effective-Z framework of ref. [19] (see also [22] ) is particularly well-suited for this purpose. The main observation is that the Z boson can couple to the quarks through higher dimensional operators suppressed by a NP scale Λ. In particular, the dimension six operators coupling the quark currents with scalar currents charged under U (1) contain the Z field via the covariant derivative:
where
2) L doublet and singlets, respectively. Generically, the couplings λ (q),(u),(d) ij are complex 3×3 matrices with O(1) entries. After the U (1) symmetry is spontaneously broken by the VEV of Φ, the operators in Eq. (6) result in effective couplings of the SM quarks to the Z . The hadronic part of the U (1) current is then given by,
where d i is a down-type quark mass eigenstate of flavor i, u j is an up-type quark of flavor j, and P L and P R are the left and right-handed Dirac projection operators. We find
where V is the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) quark mixing matrix.
In the rest of this section, we follow ref. [19] and show that, starting with an anomaly-free renormalizable field theory at high-energy, we can obtain a fairly general structure for the U (1) coupling to quarks at low energies. We introduce one set of vector-like (heavy) fermions Q, D, U , that are copies of the SM quarks, but are charged under the new U (1) :
The vector-like heavy quarks decompose as,
where we denote the weak doublets as
In addition to the vector-like mass terms,
the above quantum number assignments allow the following Yukawa couplings that mix the vector-like quarks with the SM quarks, after Φ gets a VEV:
where Y Qb , for example, denotes the Yukawa coupling associated with the mixing between the field Q and the SM left-handed field b L . Electroweak invariance forces the
. Throughout we work in the CKM basis, where all SM quark Yukawas are diagonal. Note that, due to our choice of U (1) charges for the vector-like quarks, no couplings of the vector-like quarks with the SM Higgs are possible.
Below the energy scale where the scalar Φ acquires a VEV, the above couplings lead to the following quark mass matrices,
Diagonalizing these mass matrices results in small relative corrections to the mass eigenvalues of the vector-like quarks and SM quarks of order v 2 Φ /m 2 Q,U,D , as well as to small corrections to the CKM angles. While the couplings of the SM Higgs boson to SM fermions are not affected in this framework, the mixing with the vectorlike quarks does result in modification of the couplings of the Z boson to the quarks of the SM. However, due to the SU (2) L symmetry, these corrections are necessarily suppressed by SM quark masses and are negligibly small for vector-like quark masses above the TeV scale.
The main effect of the mixing of SM and vector-like quarks is to generate effective couplings of the SM quarks to the Z as defined in Eq. (6) and illustrated by the Feynman diagrams in Fig. 1 . Matching it to Eq. (6), we find
Before closing this section, we note that, the leptonic current of Eq. (5), and the hadronic current of Eq. (7) completely determine the leading order low-energy effects of the Z vector-boson. In particular, no coupling to the electron is present at this level. However, quantum corrections due to the heavy exotic quarks can lead to kinetic mixing between the Z and the gauge-boson of hypercharge as in,
As is well-known, this mixing leads to a coupling of the Z with all fields that carry hypercharge, hence to the entire SM matter content. In the renormalizable model presented above, the induced mixing is UV finite, due to the chosen U (1) charges. Close to the vector-like quark threshold, the mixing is given by
Being loop suppressed, unless the spectrum of the vectorlike quarks is very hierarchical, this kinetic mixing is typically below the 10 −3 level. Finally, we have to mention that additional effects on the Z phenomenology could arise from mixing of the Higgs boson with the scalar Φ breaking the U (1) symmetry, for example through the Higgs portal operator |H| 2 |Φ| 2 . The effects, however, are more model dependent and we do not study them in this work.
Example diagrams in the high energy theory that lead to flavor-changing effective couplings of the Z to SM quarks.
AND ADDITIONAL FLAVOR CONSTRAINTS
Before discussing the various constraints on the hadronic current of Eq. (7), we match the Wilson coefficients relevant for the B → K * µ + µ − anomaly, Eqs. (2a,2b) with the corresponding terms in the Z currents. Working in the approximation that the Z is heavy compared to the B meson 1 , so as to neglect the momentum exchange in the semi-leptonic decay of the B, we have
with the relative minus sign arising from the opposite U (1) charges ofQ R andD L (see Eqs. (9a,9b)). We note that in this approximation the Wilson coefficients C 9 and C 9 are completely independent of the Z mass and the U (1) gauge coupling. Therefore, these relations determine the mass scale for the exotic quarks,
in order to address the anomaly in the ,2b) ). This scale is sufficiently high that current collider constraints on new colored particles ( 1 TeV) do not result in useful bounds. However, other flavor processes are easily sensitive to such high scales. While they do not rule out the combinations leading to the operators corresponding to C 9 and C 9 , they do place constraints on the general mixing coefficients as we now discuss.
Meson mixing: Tree level exchange of the Z contributes to neutral meson mixing. In particular, the couplings required to explain the B → K * µ + µ − anomaly will lead to contributions to B s mixing. Additional contributions to B s mixing arise from the flavor-changing effects associated with the scalar Φ. Both real and imaginary parts of Φ (the latter is equivalent to the longitudinal part of the Z ) mediate SM−vector-like quark transitions, and the box diagram with Φ exchange therefore leads to an additional contribution to ∆B = 2 transitions.
The modifications to the mixing amplitude M 12 read
where we used the hadronic matrix elements collected in [23] , and the SM loop function is S 0 2.3. The Wilson coefficients C LL , C RR , C LR are given by
where the O(v 2 Φ ) terms originate from tree level Z contributions, and the 1/(16π 2 ) suppressed contributions originate from the scalar box diagrams. Note that the Z contribution to the mixing amplitude does not depend on the Z mass and the U (1) gauge couplings separately, but only through the combination v Φ = m Z /g . The good agreement of the SM prediction for B s mixing with the experimental data sets an upper bound on the U (1) symmetry breaking VEV, v Φ .
In the plots of region is excluded by B s mixing constraints 2 . As we can see from the figure, B s mixing constraints disfavor the region best fitting the B → K * µ + µ − anomaly, if the Yukawas are of order unity. In this case, the vector-like masses are of the order of 25 TeV and the NP contributions to B s mixing are dominated by the scalar boxes.
Constraints from B s mixing are weaker if we assume a flavor hierarchy in the Yukawa couplings associated with mixing,
with the Cabibbo angle λ 0.23. In this case, as shown in the right-hand plot of Fig. 2 , relatively light vectorlike quarks of the order of 5 TeV are required for the Z to explain the B → K * µ + µ − anomaly. That implies that the Z contributions to B s mixing dominate and scalar box contributions can be neglected. To avoid the experimental constraint from B s mixing then requires
A mild prior on the U (1) gauge coupling g comes from the requirement of the gauge coupling to remain perturbative all the way to the Planck energy scale and we find 2 Uncertainties in the SM prediction, coming mainly from the limited precision of the hadronic matrix elements and CKM factors, allow for modest NP effect in Bs mixing. In the plot we allow for NP effects of up to ∼ 15%. g 0. 35 . Thus, we expect such a Z vector-boson that explains the B → K * µ + µ − anomaly to be below a TeV. The constraints from other flavor-changing processes are more model dependent. In particular, strong constraints on the combinations of the heavy exotic quark parameters involving first and second generations can be derived from Kaon mixing. In the presence of an O(1) phase in flavor-changing couplings to both left-handed and right-handed quarks, CP violation in Kaon mixing leads to a particular strong bound. Neglecting Φ-box contributions, and using bounds given in [24, 25] , we find
In order to obtain bounds on v Φ , we need to specify the Yukawa couplings that are responsible for mixing with the first generation. A consistent extension of the flavor structure in (20) is
This structure strongly suppresses the Z contributions to Kaon mixing, and v Φ 350 GeV would satisfy all Kaon mixing constraints together with the B → K * µ + µ − anomaly. However, as we will see in the following, such a small VEV is ruled out, primarily by neutrino trident production (see Eq. (39) below).
The least constrained possibility is when the coupling to the first generation quarks is entirely suppressed. While it is possible to simultaneously set to zero the couplings to the first generation of right-handed up and down quarks, SU (2) L invariance implies Y Qu = Y Qd + λY Qs at leading order in the Cabibbo angle. That means that NP effects in Kaon mixing and in charm mixing cannot be switched off simultaneously. However, we checked explicitly that switching off NP in Kaon mixing, B s -mixing still gives the strongest constraint and v Φ 1.8 TeV as derived above, in Eq. (21) .
Other searches: We close this section with a brief discussion of other possible searches in hadronic processes motivated by the Z we consider in this work. First, we note that the possibilities discussed above require very weak effective couplings of the Z with the first generation quarks. The resulting cross-section for direct production of the Z in hadronic colliders is therefore too small to be observed, even in the most sensitive leptonic resonance searches.
The mixing with the second and third generation as in Eq. (20) can possibly be searched for in heavy flavor processes. However, the most obvious possibility, namely the B s → µ + µ − decay, remains SM-like in our framework since muonic axial-vector currents are absent. Other rare B meson decays that are based on the b → s transition, such as the inclusive B → X s + − processes, can be affected by the Z . In particular, while the electron mode, B → X s e + e − remains SMlike, our framework predicts a ∼ 20% suppression (enhancement) of the muonic (tauonic) mode B → X s µ + µ − (B → X s τ + τ − ). Such modifications are interesting goals for Belle II [26] . Modifications of the neutrino modes B → X s νν − , B → Kνν − , and B → K * νν − , on the other hand, will be challenging to observe. As the neutrino flavor cannot be observed in the experiment, the NP effects cancel at leading order and the decay rates are only marginally increased by about ∼ 2%. We note in passing, that, although we cannot predict the magnitude of the modification for the K + → π + νν, the L µ − L τ -based Z always increases the decay rate regardless of the sign of the effective s−d−Z vertex, and ∼ O(10%) modification could become observable at the next installment of this search [27] .
Another possibility, although likely too small, is rare decays of the top into up or charm quarks and a gauge boson. If kinematically allowed, the t → Z c branching ratio is
The first term in the parenthesis is required to explain the . We note that the second term in the parenthesis is connected to the right-handed up quark sector and therefore unrelated to the B physics phenomenology. In principle this second term could be larger, leading to branching ratios as large as 1%, for vector-like masses of O(1 TeV) and mixing Yukawas of O(1). ATLAS and CMS collaborations both search for the rare decay t → cZ [28, 29] . In particular, CMS [29] sets the most stringent bound BR(t → cZ) < 5 × 10 −4 , analyzing the full 7+8 TeV data set. The expected reach of the 14 TeV LHC with 300 fb −1 data is at the level of 10 −5 [30, 31] . To set the present bound, the CMS collaboration investigates the process pp → tt → (W b)(cZ) with both Z and W decaying leptonically and with two leptons forming an invariant mass compatible with a Z boson. Our Z candidate has a 1/3 branching ratio to a pair of muons. Therefore, a search for t → Z c could be done in a similar fashion by relaxing the cut on the lepton invariant mass.
The branching ratios of other rare top decays, in particular t → cZ, t → ch and the radiative decays t → cγ and t → cg are smaller than BR(t → cZ ) by roughly a loop factor.
IV. CONSTRAINTS FROM HIGH PRECISION LEPTONIC PROCESSES
The coupling of the Z to leptons is restricted to take the form Eq. (5) by the gauge symmetry L µ −L τ . Therefore, the contributions to the leptonic phenomenology depend only on the gauge coupling and mass of the Z (aside from small, model-dependent corrections associated with the kinetic mixing, Eq. (14)). In this section, we discuss the effects of the Z on the muonic g − 2 value, the tau leptonic decay width, the leptonic widths of the SM Z, and searches for 4 lepton events at colliders. Finally, we discuss a new and important constraint coming from the observation of neutrino trident production.
• (g − 2) µ . At one-loop level the Z contribution to the muon g − 2 [32] reads
where we assumed that m Z m µ . In this limit, the contribution depends only on the U (1) symmetry breaking VEV. Given the well-known discrepancy between theory and experiment, an additional contribution of ∆a µ = (2.9±0.9)×10 −9 to the theoretical value would be required [33] . In our model, this determines the VEV to be v Φ 180 GeV. The corresponding 1σ range is shown in Fig. 3 as the blue diagonal band. Alternatively, this measurement sets a ∼ 5σ lower bound on the VEV of v Φ 110 GeV such that ∆a µ 7.4 × 10 −9 (see the diagonal gray region in Fig. 3 ).
• τ decays. The Z also leads to corrections to tau decay processes. In particular, one-loop box diagrams, such as the one shown in Fig. 4 , give the leading modifications to the τ → µν τνµ rate, while the τ → eν τνe decay remains SM-like to an excellent approximation. Contributions to τ → eν τνe (and τ → µν τνµ ) from vertex corrections are suppressed by a factor m 2 τ /m 2 Z due to SU (2) L invariance and can be safely neglected in the regions of parameter space we are interested in. Tiny additional corrections can arise in the presence of kinetic Z − Z mixing. Evaluating the box diagrams, we find the following correction
where,
Importantly, the sign of the correction ∆ is determined by the relative sign of the Z couplings to taus and muons. The gauged L µ − L τ unambiguously leads to an enhancement of the τ → µν τνµ branching ratio. Interestingly, measurements point towards a small positive contribution to the muonic branching ratio of the tau as we now discuss. The PDG value for the branching ratio of τ → µν τνµ reads [34] BR(τ → µν τνµ ) exp = (17.41 ± 0.04)% .
This should be compared to the SM prediction [35] 
The dominant uncertainty on the SM prediction for the branching ratio comes from τ τ , the lifetime of the tau. Combining a very recent result on the tau lifetime from Belle [36] with previous measurements at LEP [37] [38] [39] [40] and CLEO [41] , results in τ τ = (290.29 ± 0.53) × 10 −15 s. Using this value in the SM prediction for BR(τ → µν τνµ ), we find that the experimental value in Eq. (29) is more than 2σ above the SM prediction. Translated into the variable ∆, we obtain ∆ = (7.0 ± 3.0) × 10 −3 .
In Fig. 3 , the region of parameter space favored by the τ decay to muons is shown as a green band.
• Z coupling to leptons. Loops involving the Z also affect the couplings of the SM Z vector-boson to muons, taus and neutrinos. The corresponding branching ratios have been measured very accurately at LEP and SLC facilities. The corrections to the vector and axial-vector couplings of the Z to leptons are given by
where K F is a loop function that can be found e.g. in [42] . Out of the three SM neutrinos only the muon-neutrino and tau-neutrino are affected by Z loops. Therefore, the correction to the Z coupling to neutrinos is effectively given by
In order to obtain constraints on the mass and coupling of the Z , we combine the experimental results from LEP and SLC [43] on the Z couplings to all leptons and neutrinos, taking into account the error correlations. We find the 95% C.L. constraints depicted in gray in Fig. 3 . We note also that the constraint on the parameter space would be stronger, if we had a sizable kinetic mixing [44] .
• Z → 4 searches at the LHC. Both ATLAS and CMS collaborations have reported the measurement of the branching ratio of Z decaying into four charged leptons [45, 46] 3 . In particular, the ATLAS analysis [46] has been performed with the full 7+8 TeV LHC data set and it gives BR(Z → 4 ) = (4.2 ± 0.4)10 −6 , to be compared to the SM prediction BR(Z → 4 ) = (4.37 ± 0.03)10 −6 . Our model gives a positive NP contribution to the process. The most important effect comes from the Feynman diagram shown in Fig. 5 , with an intermediate on-shell Z boson dominating the rate for m Z < m Z (see also [18] for a recent analysis).
We have recast the ATLAS analysis in [46] , generating events using MadGraph 5 [48] , interfaced with Pythia6.4 [49] for parton showering. Events should have exactly four isolated leptons with the leading three with p T > 20, 15, 8 GeV, and if the third lepton is an electron it must have p T > 10 GeV. Lepton identification efficiencies have been taken from [50] . The invariant mass of the opposite sign same flavor (OSSF) lepton pair closest to the Z mass should be m 1 > 20 GeV. The second OSSF lepton invariant mass should be m 2 > 5 GeV. Finally, the invariant mass of the four lepton system should be close to the Z mass: 80 GeV < m 4 < 100 GeV.
NP effects arise only in the four muon bin. In this bin, ATLAS observes 77 events, to be compared to the 78 events expected. To set the bound, we assume a Poisson distribution for the observed events, and we exclude at the 95% C.L. the benchmarks that predict more than 94 events in the four muon bin. The region on the left of the dashed black line in Fig. 3 is excluded by the ATLAS analysis. As we can note from the figure, the region favored by (g − 2) µ has been almost fully probed by LHC measurements of Z to four leptons. 3 Note that LEP performed the measurement of the cross section of the four-fermion final state arising from the process e + e − → + − ff where is a charged or neutral lepton and f any charged fermion [47] . However, as also shown in [15] , the constraints on the g − m Z parameter space coming from this measurement are slightly less stringent than the LHC constraints discussed in the following. • Neutrino trident production. In the last part of this section, we present a powerful new constraint on the L µ − L τ current coming from measurements of neutrino trident production, i.e. the production of a muon anti-muon pair in the scattering of muon neutrinos in the Coulomb field of a target nucleus. The leading contribution of the Z to such a process is shown in Fig. 6 . This diagram interferes with the SM contribution involving similar diagrams, but with the W and Z bosons instead of the Z . In the SM, the contribution from the Z-boson is smaller than the one of the W -boson and comes with an opposite sign that leads to destructive interference [51] . The Z coupling to both muons and muon-neutrinos has the same sign and the Z contribution interferes constructively (destructively) with the Wboson (Z-boson), leading therefore to an enhancement of the trident production. Working in the approximation of a heavy Z , where the leptonic 4-fermion operator is (g )
4 , the ratio of the total tri- 4 We estimate that the description of the Z contribution by an dent cross-section to the SM prediction is given by
Neutrino trident production has been observed by three experiments: the first positive results came from the CHARM-II collaboration [52] ; the next measurement was by the CCFR collaboration [53] , further confirmed by the NuTeV collaboration [54] . Combining the measured cross sections with the corresponding SM predictions we find
σ NuTeV /σ SM = 0.67 ± 0.27 .
A weighted average gives
which leaves only little room for positive NP contributions. Combining Eq. (38) with (34) we find
This bound completely excludes an explanation of the (g − 2) µ anomaly for the m Z 10 GeV region we consider in this paper. The constraint coming from Eq. (38) as well as the individual constraints from Eqs. (35) and (36) are shown by the red lines in Fig. 3 in the m Z -g plane.
• Final remarks. Fig. 3 is a summary of all the leptonic constraints on L µ − L τ discussed in this section. Remarkably, a major part of the parameter space relevant for the B → K * µ + µ − anomaly, and all of the parameter space relevant for the muon g − 2 anomaly, is probed by the observation of neutrino trident production. The enormous potential of this process in providing full coverage of the parameter space strongly motivates future experiments looking to measure this process more precisely.
Finally, using the lower bound on the VEV from the neutrino tridents, we can predict a minimum effect in B s mixing, if the Z is to explain the B → K * µ + µ − anomaly. We find that the mass difference in the B s system, ∆M s is affected by at least 3%, and the effect grows quadratically with v Φ . While a 3% effect in ∆M s is well within the uncertainty of the SM prediction, for generic values of the Yukawa couplings one should expect an effect of the same order also in the theoretically clean B s mixing phase, which should be detectable with an LHCb upgrade [55] . The expected effects in B s mixing are indicated in the white region of Fig. 3 by the dotted contours.
effective 4-fermion operator is accurate as long as m Z 10 GeV. A detailed analysis of neutrino trident production in the presence of a lighter Z will be presented elsewhere [21] .
V. OUTLOOK AND CONCLUSIONS
This work was devoted to a comprehensive study of a model with a Z vector-boson that couples to leptons through the L µ − L τ portal, and to quarks through general effective couplings. Our goal was to determine whether such a model yields a plausible explanation for the recent discrepancy shown by the LHCb collaboration in angular distributions of the B → K * µ + µ − decay products. We conclude that such an explanation is viable, and it is such that future measurements in the high-energy and high-intensity frontiers may reveal further deviations from the SM tied to the manifestations of this new vector-boson. Unlike models based on a Z that couples with full strength to all leptons and quarks, the model we consider in this paper is well-hidden. In contradistinction to most of the Z proposals made in connection with the LHCb discrepancy, which envision a Z above 3 TeV, the mass of the vector-boson considered in this work can be very low, possibly well below the electroweak scale! While a variety of UV-completions are possible for the coupling of Z to quarks, we have chosen one with vector-like quarks in the multi-TeV mass scale. While this model can hardly be imagined to be the final word, it does offer a general and consistent framework within which it is possible to discuss the different low-energy constraints and structures likely to emerge in more refined constructions.
Among the leptonic observables, we have identified two particular processes which result in powerful constraints on the parameter space of the model: the Z decay to four muons and the neutrino trident production. In particular, we find that the tentative explanation of the (g − 2) µ discrepancy in this model is fully ruled out by the latter process, at least for multi-GeV and heavier Z . While in this work we have applied it to the L µ − L τ portal, it is absolutely clear that neutrino trident production is immediately relevant to other models that appeal to Z coupled to leptons via any current that contains L µ (such as e.g. total lepton number). Generalizing this constraint to other models and extending it to a wider range of the Z mass is the subject of our upcoming work [21] .
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